
How to fix the “No IDI Device connected” error message when it is 
caused by a Win 10 Update USB driver error

• Since a recent Windows update, we’ve noted that a few new users are randomly  experiencing a USB driver error 
during installation. There are a number of problems now remaining with Windows updates, even while we wait for 
Windows 11. In the meantime, the glitch is relatively easy to fix , and we are covering the steps here.

• The issue is a Windows 10 Keyboard HID Driver Error, (the Fragpedal has a keyboard connection to the PC). We will 
use the steps that Microsoft has outlined for users with this issue (See message below)



Note, this bug only affects the Fragpedal’s connection to the Configurator programming App. 
The Fragpedal does not need the Configurator to be open, (or even on the PC) to work properly, its only needed when you 
are changing settings.  Ironically, this Keyboard HID driver issue does not affect the Fragpedal’s keyboard, joystick, game 
controller and mouse functions (on the buttons).
When you see the Grey screen on the Configurator, understand that you don’t need the Configurator to be open to use the 
pedals, only to program them (unless you are using advanced features like sound and screen based feedback.)  If you don’t 
need to program them, just check the buttons to be sure they are working as programmed, and you can ignore/fix this 
error when more convenient.  

Steps:
1. Be sure to have the Fragpedal plugged in, and the Configurator app open on screen. We want to be able to see that we 
make the connection as soon as we fix the driver issues. We want to see the Configurator change its screen to the view 
with the Fragpedal device and a lake in the background.

2. Open the Device Manager. If you aren't familiar with it, you can type "device manager" in the Windows search bar at the 
bottom left corner of the Windows screen.bottom left corner of the Windows screen.

3. When the Device Manager opens, go down the list and find the entry "Human Interface Devices“  then click on the caret 
next to it to open this section. It has a lot of entries.

4. Look at the HID section driver entries, there will be a lot of them. Be looking for a Yellow Warning tag on any of the 
drivers. There may be more than one.

5. When you find a Yellow Warning tag on a HID driver, double click on that driver, and then  select "Uninstall". Double click 
to uninstall the driver. These drivers are virtual, and the drivers reset as soon as you have done this, fixing the issue.

6. When there are no more Yellow flagged HID drivers to uninstall, unplug and then replug the Fragpedal.  It will/should 
now appear in the Configurator, and all product capabilities are enabled.

If not, follow the procedure on the following pages to Uninstall the Fragpedal device, and then replug to 
fix the issue.



IF you do not find a HID driver issue, we can also uninstall the entire 
Fragpedal device and then re-plug to fix it.

The problem: The Configurator app is open, the Fragpedal is plugged to the PC, but the Configurator
displays a grayed out window with the text “No IDI Device connected”.

I. Confirm there is a driver issue with the Fragpedal installation.
1. In the Windows search bar, (bottom left corner of the desktop) type “mouse”.

Windows Search bar



2. This will open the Mouse Settings window. Click on the “Bluetooth & other devices”, the top 
menu choice on the left hand side.
3. This will display a list of the mouse devices plugged to the PC. Verify that “GWS IDI Device” is 
displayed. If you are having this error, most likely the GWS IDI Device will also show a message 
“Driver Error”. 
Continue with these directions if you see the “Driver  Error” box next to the GWS IDI Device.

Driver error



II. Fix the driver issue with the Fragpedal installation.
1. In the Windows search bar, (bottom left corner of the desktop) type “Device Manager”.
When the Device Manager window opens, go to the very bottom of the list and click on the 
blue arrow next to the label “Universal Serial Bus Controllers”.

Click here



III. Locating the USB Composite Device entry for the Fragpedal.
1. This opens  the list of all the USB devices on your PC. (Be sure the Fragpedal is plugged in.)
2. There will be a short list of “USB Composite Device” listings. Double click on the first one in the list, 
(the “top” one.) (The Fragpedal is a USB Composite Device.)

Double click here



4. The “USB Composite Device Properties” form for that device will open. 
Click on the “Details” tab.



5. Click on the Property drop down and then select “Hardware Ids”. 
The Values window below will now display the USB hardware Ids for the device manufacturer, 
and the device itself. You should see the following 2 lines in the Value window:

USB\VID_1095&PID_0400&REV_0200
USB\VID_1095&PID_0400

Select “Hardware Ids” here

6. These numbers identify the device;“1095” is the vendor ID for Good Work Systems,
and “0400” is the product ID for the Fragpedal device. If you see this information, we are now set to fix 
the driver issue for the Fragpedal . 
7. If you see other text instead, then this is not the Fragpedal device, and we need to keep checking the 
USB Composite devices for it. The easiest way to do this is to un-plug, then re-plug the Fragpedal. 
This should put the Fragpedal device at the top of the list of USB Composite Devices. 
8. Perform steps a.1 – 6 until you have found the USB Composite device that is the Fragpedal.



IV. Repairing the Fragpedal drivers installation.
1.With the “USB Composite Device Properties” form open for the Fragpedal device, click on the “Driver” tab.
2.Click on  “Uninstall Device”  at the bottom of the list of options. You will be prompted if you want to 
continue, click “Yes”.
3.When the progress bar disappears, unplug the Fragpedal. Note there will be no “unplug” sound, as the 
device is now dead. Windows has now erased all evidence that the Fragpedal device was ever plugged in.

4.Re-plug the Fragpedal to the PC. This will now start a new “original” install of the device, and it will show the 
various driver/endpoints being installed (there are 5) When this completes, the Fragpedal should now be 
properly installed, and you should see it in the Configurator. The issue is now corrected, the Fragpedal is 
properly installed to USB, and you should have no further issues.


